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Acknowledgement of Country
I would like to acknowledge the Traditional 

Owners of the lands on which we are connecting 

virtually together, and recognise their continuing 
connection to land, waters and culture. 

I would like to pay my respect to their Elders’ 

past, present and emerging. 

I would also like to express my gratitude that we 

share these lands today. 

I acknowledge that injustices remain, and that 
sovereignty was never ceded. 

I hope and believe that we can move to a place 
of equity, justice and healing in time.
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Introduction

• Assistant Principal responsible for Curriculum

• Teacher of Maths, Science and Multimedia

• Previously seconded to VCAA as STEM Specialist Teacher

• Career changed into teaching from Aerospace Engineering
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A quick snapshot of the 2020 
journey (so far) at WSSC
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Background

• Government school

• Senior College (Year 10 to 12)

• 820 students on main campus

• Formed from merger of local 
schools in 2006

• Large regional town of 
Wodonga on border between 

Victoria and New South Wales

• Significant educational 
disadvantage across cohort
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2020 Journey
• Bushfires and smoke

• Rapid preparation for possible 
Remote Learning in March

• Parent Teacher online

• Trial Remote Learning day

• Remote Learning in April and May

• Return to site in June and July

• Border closure in July

• Back in Remote Learning August 
and September
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Successful Transition to Remote Learning

• Some initial fears that highly disadvantaged cohort would disengage

• Conscious decision from leadership to

• put our best foot forward, 

• use all available evidence to support our decision making, and

• place confidence in our students and staff to rise to the challenge

• Early wins with Parent Teacher online and Trial Remote Learning Day

• Many indicators of success in Remote Learning

• High attendance and engagement (95% engaged), sustained throughout

• Positive feedback from staff, students and parents in pulse check surveys

• Strong satisfactory completion data from semester one
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What has enabled us to be 
successful in lockdown? 
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Balanced Picture

• Not expecting 
learning offsite to be 
simply a technology 

driven version of 
traditional onsite

• Developed model of 
student needs in 

remote learning

• Focus on balance

• Support every student 

to be successful
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Remote Learning Structure

• Used feedback, existing research and emerging perspectives to 
develop balanced structure for remote learning
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Remote Learning Structure

• Based on balanced picture of needs

• Virtual classes – up to 30 mins of synchronous direct engagement 

via video and chat in Teams, remainder asynchronous

• Independent learning time – students take responsibility for 
learning, flexibility to fulfil other roles, teachers provide feedback

• Health & wellbeing afternoons, Screen breaks – refresh & 
recharge

• Lunch breaks – SLC activities and House challenges

• Graduate Program – connectedness, group and individual check-ins 
each week, feedback and reflection, careers and pathways
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Wellbeing & Connectedness Focus
• Strong focus in redeploying resources

• Students
• Weekly individual check ins for every student by Graduate Program Teacher

• House Leaders and redeployed ES staff weekly calls to parents and carers

• Wellbeing staff are allied health professionals working with most at risk

• Staff
• PLC time refocused on connection, wellbeing, collegial support

• Learning Area and Staff Meeting time focused on supporting staff

• All staff allocated to Principal/AP who checks in on them regularly

• Use of Teams for discussion, social chat and sharing to maintain 
connection
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Surprises in the Mail

• Little innovations to 
keep staff 
connected

• Sent to all staff –
letter from desk, card 

from Bunnji
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Structure, Processes and Systems

• We are a large organisation with a quality systems focus

• Structures, processes and systems underly our success in these times

• Significant early work in 
developing and then later 

refining how we work

• Documented for staff, 
students and families

• Communication via 
email, Facebook, SMS
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Clear Model of Teaching and Learning

• Shared understanding developed over 2018 and 2019 with 
extensive input from staff and students
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Technology as a Tool

• Fortunate to have excellent ICT systems in place

• Dedicated and experienced ICT team

• Established Learning Management System

• One to One Laptop Program

• Office 365 and Teams

• Rapid and detailed planning

• Surveyed all students on internet access while still on site and put 

supports in place, no need for hardcopy/alternate program

• Support from DET with internet dongles/hubs

• Extensive internal staff PD, based on survey to identify point of need
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Gratitude

• Students and staff have consistently expressed gratitude for support 
from the College in these times

• This is a counterpoint to dominant media narratives on the negative 

impact on students and what they are missing out on
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Things We Cannot Control

• Consistent leadership focus on working on what we can control, 
working with what we know

• Modelling this and emphasising to staff and students

• Factors impacting students outside our control

• Other roles within their household (caring, earning)

• Home learning environment (quiet space, siblings, ergonomics)
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Biggest Challenges

• Limitations on practical work

• Particularly for Vocational Education and Training (VET) subjects

• Limited on-site access for essential assessments with covidsafe measures

• Teachers have been very innovative with creating alternate practical tasks

• Fatigue
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What have we learnt?
What are we wondering 
about? 
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Efficacy and Capability

• Our students, despite disadvantage, do clearly value their learning

• Our teachers are incredibly capable and adaptable

• When leadership acts from a belief in the efficacy and capability of 

both teachers and students, the vast majority rise to the challenge

• Caveat: that leadership belief needs to be backed up by comprehensive 

supportive action, sustained over time (more than words)
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Instructional Time 

• Instructional time has significantly decreased. Does this matter? 

• Hattie. Evidence says loss of time to disasters and strikes, no impact.

• Sahlberg. More time does not equal better outcomes. Compare 

Australia to Finland. Our students do effectively 5 years more of class 
time than Finns. 
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How teaching has changed for us

• Due to significantly less instructional time, changes have come from 
necessity

• Transferable skills focus, over memory

• Building metacognition, self-regulation, student ownership

• Quick timely assessment and feedback, triage and response

• These are even more vital for disadvantaged students
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What is essential? What do we truly value? 

• Can we permanently shift our model of learning?

• Is the curriculum truly crowded?

• Victorian Curriculum is a flexible continuum

• VCAL/VCE are very flexible for senior certificates

• VET is prescriptive and a challenge
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A better way for students and teachers? 

• Less direct teaching time can support students to: 

• Have greater agency and take responsibility for their learning

• Develop vital transferable skills and metacognitive capacity

• Balance other roles and needs in their life (particularly senior students)

• Teachers are professional and passionate learners, but there are only 
so many hours in the week. Less face-to face time could allow teachers 

more time for valuable work, for example: 

• Timely formative assessment and feedback to students

• Peer observation and reflection

• Cycles of inquiry in Professional Learning Communities
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The Work of Educators
• The work of educators is clearly essential to our society (and not 

just for child minding!)

• How do we ensure our work is valued more (and stays that way)? 

• Many parents now have a greater appreciation of teachers work. 

• Where are the opportunities to own our professionalism? To back each 
other.

• Can our work be more flexible? 

• Teachers and leaders have greatly appreciated it during this time. 
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Leadership and Culture

• This year has highlighted the importance of leadership. 

• Not just words, but actions. 

• And leadership that shapes culture. 

• However, school leadership can be exhausting, stressful and lonely. 

• How can our society and our profession do better in respecting and 
supporting the role of school leaders? 
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Change and Shiny Things 

• The experience this year has demonstrated to the wider world how 
capable teachers are of changing

• This was a huge step change. It does show that we can make a big 

change when we need to. 

• However change is a constant in schools and school systems.

• This is often exhausting and counter productive. 

• Can we back ourselves more to make longer term decisions and stay 
the course? To not add new shiny things every time we go to PD. To 
resist the urge to find the fix that will turn things around. 
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School and Community

• Schools are incredibly valuable to 
their communities

• Especially apparent in rural and 

regional areas

• More so in a less connected society 
(pre pandemic)

• Can we embrace this vital role but 

also avoid being everything to 
everyone? 
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Greater Challenges Ahead

• If you had asked me in December 
2019 what would dominate 
education in 2020 I would have said 

School Strike for Climate

• Are we honest enough as educators 

when we talk about the future? 

• Talk of automation and changing 

jobs has been around for decades. 
Yet?

• What about coping with crisis and 

failure of systems? 
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Wrapping up
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In Conclusion

• A balanced picture of student needs supports them to succeed

• Remote learning requires different structures for learning

• Wellbeing, connectedness and community are central to all we do

• Students can learn, teachers can teach, leaders can lead

• Less instructional time and new structures can lead to better learning

• Educators are essential, our work can be more valued and flexible

• Leadership is both words and action, and it matters

• We can change education for the better, but lets work hard on the big 

changes that make a difference and stay the course
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Questions? 

• Michael Rosenbrock 

• Assistant Principal, 

• Wodonga Senior Secondary College

@mrrosenbrock

mrrosenbrock


